Inspiration

The unique properties of HPL SWISS KRONO both inspire and allow the creation of unobvious solutions and combinations. They ensure the perfect balance of aesthetics and functionality.

We present HPL in numerous ways, both in home spaces and public areas.
D3811 OW  VENECI WALNUT
U159 VL  TURQUOISE
U2645 VL  JAFFA ORANGE
U1253 VL  RASPBERRY

FLAT AND ROUNDED SURFACES
HPL SWISS KRONO IN THE OFFICE

D3813 OW  BARCELONA WALNUT
D3827 VL  ISTANBUL
U112 VL  GREY
U164 VL  ANTHRACITE
D3813 OW  BARCELONA WALNUT
HPL SWISS KRONO IN THE HOSPITAL

D3828 VL  U3824 VL
HONG KONG  SEA BLUE
HPL formats available from the warehouse:

- 3050 x 1320 x 0,8 mm  
  (decors matched to laminated boards)
- 3050/4100 x 1300-1320 x 0,6 mm  
  (decors and formats analogical to kitchen counters collection)

HPL formats available on request:

- Width: 900 – 1320 mm, 2070 mm  
- Length: 1800 – 5600 mm  
- Thickness: 0,15 – 1,2 mm

Packing:

- In sheets
- In rolls (up to 0,6 mm thickness)

Special offer:

- HPL Stop Fire
- HPL with antibacterial covering
- HPL ANTI FINGER TOUCH

Certificates:

1. The hygienic certificate for a whole collection of HPLs meets the requirements defined by E1- hygienic class. It means that the product is safe for health and life.

2. The certificate which confirms an antibacterial surface of HPLs, published by Swiss Company- Sanitized AG.